T11.3 Status – Feb. 10, 2022

T11-2022-00078-v000

- Membership 10 voting, 9 advisory, 5 emeritus

- Project Status
  - FC-FS-6 – Update FC-4 TYPE code 29h, ABTS/R_A_TOV/RRQ cleanup, ABTS text cleanup, End-to-end data protection, Text cleanup, 128GFC alignment marker feedback
  - FC-GS-9 – How do you like me now?, Platform Object, NQNs for FC, Area 51, Where Are You?, Simplified Discovery for All, ULP Name in the Name Server
  - FC-LS-5 – Knock Three Times, Text proposal for adding ULP name registration/query to support NVMe NQNs in FC
  - FC-RDMA_PM – FC-RDMA Draft Standard Development
  - FC-SP-2/AM2 - FC-SP-2/AM2 Updates
  - FC-SW-8 – Text proposal to add ULP Name registration and queries in Name Server to support NVMe NQNs in FC
  - FCP-5 – T11.3/T10 RFC Ballot comment resolution